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**Conservative tries for Senate**

Bishop becomes candidate

By Mary Jo Taakeh

Ned Bishop’s announcement today that he will run for the United States Senate is the latest in a series of events which have seen his name associated with the prospect of running for federal office. Bishop has previously stated that his goal is to run in the 1968 election.

Bishop is a conservative Republican who has been active in state politics. He has held various positions in the Republican Party and is currently serving as the state chairman.

Bishop’s decision to run for Senate comes after a series of events which have seen increased interest in the position. The retirement of current Senator John Popovich has created an opening in the Senate, and many hopefuls are now considering running.

Bishop’s campaign will focus on his record of service and his commitment to conservative principles. He believes that the country needs a strong, principled leader who will work to promote the values of the American people.

Bishop’s campaign will likely face stiff competition from other candidates who are also considering running for the Senate. The race is expected to be one of the most closely watched in the country, and the outcome will have a significant impact on the future of American politics.

---

**Future holds revision of off-campus taboos**

by Martha Libby

University regulations include a rule which prohibits students from visiting rooms of other students without explicit permission. However, students have found ways to circumvent this rule, and the dormitory has become a place of social interaction.

Dean Zink, university students of the opposite sex found chatting amiably in the living room of someone’s dorm apartment would probably not be surprised.

It appears, then, that the university administration is on a collision course with which no one is overly concerned. Eventually, such rules must either be enforced, revised or repealed.

The “Apartment Question” now matures.

Dean Zink and Patricia Cochrane, president of the Associated Women Students at the University, stated that such revisions would be well underway by the end of the semester. Restrictions on healthy social intercourse must be either enforced or repealed.

In all instances where action to restrict student activities in the dorm is taken, the campus community with her skit, "Everything’s Coming Up Roses" presented at the rally Friday night. No one has yet determined how the new queen transported her king-sized trophy to her room.

Flanked by President Young and her money harvest, Sue Doversock settles in the throne for her term as Homecoming Queen. Miss Doversock, a junior majoring in education, evidently captured the heart of the campus community with her ability to make people laugh.

President ‘coming up roses’ presented at the rally Friday night. No one has yet determined how the new queen transported her king-sized trophy to her room.

---

**Discipline: a look at the present system**

by Phelle May

Editor’s note: This is the first in a series of articles prepared by the Committee on Federal Education and Social Affairs.

The Committee on Federal Education and Social Affairs is a group of students and faculty members who are concerned with the impact of federal education programs on the campus.

The committee’s goal is to promote a greater understanding of federal education policies and to provide a forum for discussing issues related to federal education.

The committee will meet regularly to discuss current events and to plan future activities.

University of Maine faculty members and students are invited to attend the committee’s meetings and to participate in discussions.

---

**Future holds revision of off-campus taboos**

Evaluative courses hit student market

After two futile attempts due in part to inadequate planning, the student Senate has finally succeeded in publishing a conservative candidate.

The 30-page booklet evaluates 311 candidates and provides information on their qualifications.

The evaluation of the courses is based on the course itself, its administration and its purpose. The committee, by the By-Election Candidate Resolutions, the committee’s position is that the more evaluative courses a student, the more it is likely that he will be caught. And, if he is caught, the student’s chances of being caught are increased.

Although the more evaluative committees would be the booklets more authoritative, the problems do not end there. The committee feels that the booklets are, “one of the aims of such a program is to increase the student’s awareness of the type of courses he is taking and of the type of professor he is dealing with. As things stand now, there is no information to which professor is to teach which course subjects, he is to be on the premises for, and why he is there. In other words, the committees’ concern is that the student’s awareness of the course is not, by itself, sufficient to guarantee that the student is making an informed decision.

There are two basic objections of the publication. The first is that it cannot be used as an evaluative tool since it is based on subjective criteria. The second is that it is a tool for the college’s propaganda. It is not possible to evaluate courses as a whole.

The committee further explained that the “Social Affairs Committee is not in the process of giving it recommendations as a whole. If they get a recommendation from a member of the student body, they would usually consider it and do something about it. The recommendations are made by the students themselves, and the recommendations are made by the students themselves.

In all instances where action might mean a student’s suspension, the case is referred to one of the dean’s or a subcommittee of the
Campus, WMEB-FM plan election coverage

The Union's the place to be on election night. Starting at 5 p.m. both WMEB-FM and the Maine Campus are providing complete election coverage for the state of Maine.

The radio station is working out of two headquarters—those in Student Union and the Main Lounge of the Union. WMEB will have reporters as party headquarters for results and predictions.

The Campus will cover all polling places in the surrounding towns of Orono, Old Town, Bangor and Orono. Students will be reporting from the stands at football games. Equipment will be placed in the Union where they will be tabulated on blackboards.

WMEB-FM's election coverage started last Monday with a comme- moration of election of Curtis and Reed. Next Monday at 12:00 on "Game Night" Victoria and Smith will be featured and on the discussion before Mon- day, Hallows and Fisk will speak.

ME students measure strain on stands at football games

by Steve Brauer

Although they didn't realize it, many of the football fans at the Maine Rink Island game were part of a novel experiment. A class of 11 students, "strains of struc- tures," set out to determine the effects of stress and strain on the stands.
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Student engineers let not a single creek or groove go by the boards at Thursday's game. Working overtime through- out the week, the installed strain gauges to measure the stresses on the bleachers' trusses as spectators sat, shuffled, or shouted.

by the board

no great excitement on the field. However, we did wish to show what strains could be experienced on the stands when there is no good place and the crowd gets ex- cited," said the Gordon Moskowitz, who instructs the course.

The experiment was entirely in the hands of the eleven students in Dr. Moskowitz' class. They had to make their own plans to solve this typical engineering design problem: "To what extent did the football fans strain the stands? How would they do it?"

The students also decided that the average spectator weight was 129 pounds, rather than the 160 pounds they predicted. They found three out of 40 people in a student section and five 40-pounders in the student section. After the second Maine touch- downs, there was a 30% increase in load because of the cheering that was building up. Late comers find it difficult to get in the stands.

The stands are interesting in the center—there is more load when the stands are filled than at the ends. At the top of a stand, and the total load on each seat, however, we do wish to also mention the sort of load imposed on the stands when there is no good place and the crowd gets ex- cited," said the Gordon Moskowitz, who instructs the course.

Many of the results were quite en- couraging. They found that the sim- plest of loading is in the middle of the stands and at the ends. At the start of the game only 74 fans were in a middle section while there were 105 at an end section. This happened because those who sit in the stands arrive early and tend to spread out. Last minute rush is difficult to get in at the middle and have to squeeze in at the ends. At the start of the second half, however, the distribution was even because of the great amount of movement at halftime.

The students also discovered that the overage spectator weight was 139 pounds, rather than the 180 pounds they perceived. They found three out of 40 people in a student section, and five 40-pounders in the student section. After the second Maine touch- downs, there was a 30% increase in load because of the cheering and moving in the stands. At the start of the second half, however, the distribution was even because of the great amount of movement at halftime.

The students also discovered that the average spectator weight was 129 pounds, rather than the 160 pounds they predicted. They found three out of 40 people in a student section and five 40-pounders in the student section. After the second Maine touch- downs, there was a 30% increase in load because of the cheering that was building up. Late comers find it difficult to get in the middle and have to squeeze in at the ends. At the start of the second half, however, the distribution was even because of the great amount of movement at halftime.

The students also discovered that the average spectator weight was 129 pounds, rather than the 160 pounds they predicted. They found three out of 40 people in a student section and five 40-pounders in the student section. After the second Maine touch- downs, there was a 30% increase in load because of the cheering and moving in the stands.

The students will continue the experiment at the last two home football games. They will probably use a recorder to measure fan reac- tions and later analyze the results.

Leadership and achievement scholarsh- ips are chosen on the basis of scholastic record, musical know- ledge, and community and social activity. Barry bought his first Tuxedo for a school dance at Duquesne University. Before this he wore half a set of blue jeans.

Three years after his arrival at Bu- ry's school, he was named to his first school choir. In his senior year, Barry's first step up to a second floor was his election as "Most Popular." At his new school, Barry was made captain of the school choir. The boys see- ing these as exceptional at the M. 12:27
Slavic folk artists reappear at Hauck

... at Stone Camp. Their annual tour of college campuses has generated a $70,000 increase in sales since 1950. They are also well established in the Boise, Idaho, and Portland, Ore., circles...
Stark military mission is shown in dugout drama

by Joan Speyer

After prayers on Friday, the cast for Journey’s End, December’s main Marois production, was launched and announced by director James R. Best, American Professor of Speech.

Written by R. C. Sheriff, Journey’s End depicts the stark military life in British trenches during the World War I battle of San Quenney’s End.

CURRENT MISSION
At the curtain rises the company is in its dugout, bustling on No Man’s Land. The current mission is to discover the enemy German plans. Strongly maneuvered during a “strike,” or suicide mission, which results in the capture of a German soldier.

Characters include a young lieutenant, raw from officer training school, Second Lieutenant Raleigh (played by Wesley Staples). He is assigned to serve in Colonel Stanhope’s company. Collegetially, Stanhope (Fritz Mason) is Raleigh’s old foe from training school in England.

When Raleigh arrives at the dugout, he finds two soldiers, who are Captain Hardy (Sherwood Reynolds) and Lieutenant Osborne (Phil Hayes). Hardy adds the only dash of humor to the play. Osborne is consistently stable and acts as Stanhope’s right-hand man.

SERVING TEA
Three other characters are Major Morley, Trotter, and Hibbert. Morley (Gary Smith) is the dugout’s soldier-savant and his specialty is serving tea tasting like onion soup. Cockney Trotter, and Hibbert. Mason characterizes Trotter (Joseph Foster) and Hibbert (Gary Stash). A young, frightened, bewildered second lieutenant.

Completing the cast are Lance-Corporal Broughan (Miller Kettle), a sepoy-sapper (Steve Haven), the German soldier (David Veil), and two British soldiers (Larry Green and Dan Field). Scene design is by E. A. Cyrus, assistant professor of Speech, and stage management is directed by Russell Berner.

You mean, because I’m a student or teacher I get special rates at all Hilton Hotels in the U.S.

Hilton Hotels Corporation
National Sales Office, Palmer House
Chicago 90, Ill.

Please send the Faculty-Student Rate Brochure that tells all.

Rate Brochure that tells all.

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CLASS RINGS
by Herff Jones

See Skip Reynolds - Lambda Chi Alpha
See the Ring Display and order from Skip now —
Memorial Union Lobby
Tuesdays 1 p.m.-3 p.m. Thursdays 10 a.m.-12 a.m.

SRA plans questionnaire

“My Uncle used to love me but now he doesn’t.”

“Don’t you doubt these little bits of sorrow and discovery? Everyone warfare an Uncle’s love, and the appealing lack of skating rinks leave one with few places to have a roller skate. But the SRA is thoroughly confused and doesn’t know whether or not anything can be done. In a questionnaire will be finding its way across campus within the next few weeks—under doors, in mailboxes, from hand to hand, hand to wastebasket and even maybe back to the SRA. From those surveys that are completed and placed unsigned in a particular little box (one will be found in every dorm and the Memorial Union) results will be determined, which will show to a certain extent what the Maine student thinks (or if or about what he thinks).” Each student is asked to do his part in the hope that it might even be the filling out of the questionnaire.

Precisely what things depends on what you have in mind. Whatever it is, Old Spice LIME can help. Its spicy, lime-spiked aroma is very persuasive—but no subtle, even the most wavy tramp is trapped before she knows it! Worth trying? You bet it is! New Old Spice LIME Cologne. After Shave. Gift Sets. By the makers of original Old Spice.
Wood chips fly, logs roll
woodsman take trophy

By Terry McCann
The University Woodsmen’s Team took an overwhelming victory at the International Intercollegiate Woodsman’s Meet in Fredericton, New Brunswick, last weekend. Nine teams participated in the meet. The main goal of counseling is to assist students in deciding what they want to do with their lives and to help them to choose a major and a career, learn to get along with others, and arrive at a solution. Counseling is simply an opportunity to let a student talk things over, help him look at his problem from all sides, and arrive at a solution.

The Testing and Counseling Service offers guidance, employment aids and evaluation. Tests can measure interests, achievement aptitudes, and personal traits. They are also used for application to gradu-

The University Woodsmen’s Team took an overwhelming victory at the International Intercollegiate Woodsman’s Meet in Fredericton, New Brunswick, last weekend. Nine teams participated in the meet. The main goal of counseling is to assist students in deciding what they want to do with their lives and to help them to choose a major and a career, learn to get along with others, and arrive at a solution. Counseling is simply an opportunity to let a student talk things over, help him look at his problem from all sides, and arrive at a solution.

The Testing and Counseling Service offers guidance, employment aids and evaluation. Tests can measure interests, achievement aptitudes, and personal traits. They are also used for application to gradu-

THE CPO PLAIN SHIRT
It’s a college man’s best friend—the CP0 plaid shirt. It’s tailored of rugged wool with a Washable, V-neck, saddle shoulder in solids and heather tones. Also in wool Shetland, wool mohair, and shaggy knit.

LAMBSWOOL PULLOVER SWEATERS
Washable, V-neck, saddle shoulder in solids and heather tones.

Also in wool Shetland, wool mohair, and shaggy knit.
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Senior Skull Art Nicholson and All Maine Woman share New event President and Mrs. Edwin Young to the Homecoming Dance. The Presidential couple joined in the festivities and Dr. Young crowned Homecoming Queen Sue Derosier.

Vet's Administration releases pay program

The new GI Bill payment procedure for the education program has been approved by the Veteran Administration.

At the end of each month, a certificate of attendance, signed by the veterans, must be sent to the Veteran Administration. On the 27th of the following month, the VA will mail payment checks. Therefore, the certificate must be prepared by the Veterans Administration for the first two months of school.

Money earned in outside work does not affect the student's monthly allowance in any way.

For monthly payments available to the half-time student (attending at least 14 semester hours) is $150, with no dependents. If the student has one dependent, he will receive $21.50, and with two or more dependents, he will receive $35.

To the full-time student (attending 18 semester hours) is $300, with no dependents, $55 with one dependent, and $115 with two or more.

The half-time student (7 to 9 hours) with no dependents will receive $50, with one dependent $85, and with two or more $135.

The new G.I. Bill will receive the rate of established charges for tuition and fees, or $10 a month for full time courses—whatever is less. No allowance is made for dependents.

When the course of study is short or summer school, the monthly rate is $5, for summer school, the 14-hour rate, and in the case of summer school, the 18-hour rate.

notice

The Mrs. Maine Club will meet Tuesday November 1 at 7:00 p.m. in the F.F.A. Room of the Memorial Union. The evening's activities will be a "Pat Lock Supper" followed by a business meeting.

KEEPESAKE — DIAMONDS —

DeGrasse Jewelers watch and jewelry repairing

University of Maine

CLASS RINGS

Complete line of fraternity and sorority charms

38 Main St. Orono

Tel. 466-4032

We're full of it!

Inside information on music. That is. And you can be full of it, too.

Get smart. Bone up on background. And embarrass your wiseacre friends the next time cocktail-party conversation turns to music.

Send for The Crossroads Digest of Musical Minutiae. No Beethoven-Brahms-and-Bachophile is full of it, too.

music, that is. And you can be wise up. With this.

Send for The Crossroads Digest of Musical Minutiae. No Beethoven-Brahms-and-Bachophile is full of it, too.

For once in your life, would it

Wise up. With this.

Wise up. With this.

The Crossroads Digest of Musical Minutiae. No Beethoven-Brahms-and-Bachophile is full of it, too.

For once in your life, would it

Wise up. With this.

Wise up. With this.

The Crossroads Digest of Musical Minutiae. No Beethoven-Brahms-and-Bachophile is full of it, too.

For once in your life, would it

Wise up. With this.

Wise up. With this.

The Crossroads Digest of Musical Minutiae. No Beethoven-Brahms-and-Bachophile is full of it, too.

For once in your life, would it

Wise up. With this.
maine campus

editors

a fine start

Is this course just a "gut" or am I really going to get something out of it? Look, I heard that this professor is no good, and you can get away with saying in your exam and reading the test. Is that true? Am I going to have to devote 90% of my study time to a course that isn't even in my major?

These questions are as pertinent and as important as anything a student will encounter on a university campus. The Course Evaluation Committee of the Student Senate is to be commended for completing a worthwhile pilot attempt to answer them with its publication, "Course Comment."

1000 answers

The 20-page booklet is admirably incomplete for basically one reason. Although the committee made innumerable questionnaires for evaluation available to the student body last semester, only 1000 were answered and returned from a 5000-student enrollment.

In spite of the small percentage of returns, however, the committee could begin its booklet with, "Returns of the first outside-of-class survey of recommended courses held last spring were encouragingly good in one sense: they proved that this is something in which students are very interested."

To answer that interest, the committee attempted to evaluate not just the professor but the content of the course. The publication hones to warn students that subjective comments are the results of not only limited returns but opinions by students which might not readily correspond to the further refining.

The committee members realize that the questionnaires and subsequently published booklet require further refining: how objective quotations produce the atmosphere of the classroom and the professor's attitude toward his students and subject matter? How is the point average standing of a student reflected in his handling of an evaluation questionnaire?

The committee might combat the problem of learning which professors are teaching what divisions of the large, general courses. This information is not usually known by students until the first day of classes. In addition, committees are not able to choose a certain division in required beginning English courses. The committee must find out how it can aid these students.

A fine start

Although these examples are significant administrative concerns, we feel the Senate is taking an admirable tack in the direction of student academic involvement. After all, it is for this that we came here.
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Sta nford, handwritten.

Peter S. T. Taber

what did you learn today?

by Peter S. T. Taber

You worked out a curriculum the semester before. You got the list of your requirements out of the way. Well, you thought you were done with preparation for that first hour. Be careful! Your professor won't let you take another course before. Well then, what course do you want? It's hard to make up your mind. After all, Theories of Emunkaring doesn't really suit you and you bent the theories of education, Technology, too. Then it's possible that you'll have to make up your mind. That's a suitably Maladvised Child!

The while you have being having your advice has been adding up: "Well." he booms, sneakingly epping his whiskers. "What about 124?" The name is fate: He really isn't that enthusiastic. You aren't a rat.

"What's that?" you ask, suspicion wrinkling your brow.

"That's Basic Inter-Institutional Sequential Theory," he pronounces suavely out of the blue. "Why?"

"Why?" oh...he's here in it, it's a half hour away in the field of institutional psychology, literally directed to the non-Ra major.

Then the great day. Fresh un-doubled students meet their destinies, Forest Parent and the 124 axiom. The class is held in the floor of one of the natural science buildings. You go up past the rows of a hundred rotating steel ex-cusers, and sit down. In because Don Lloyd Guff, your professor.

"Well," he says. "This is the 124 and we're going to study basic inter-institutional sequential. It's a y — I'm only joking." At the end of the week you know he's not.

...In the general aggregation of individual personalities, referred to as a whole, there is present those individual personalities that are manifest in their psychology by Lind-stromian manifestations. Lindstromian manifestations, after the great 19th Century psychologist, are identified symbolical-ly by the Lindstromian Manifestation Graphic Record. Each individual personality is characterized by a wafflike, millitant, leadership oriented nature, and it is what this committee comprises of the particular general aggregation of individual personalities in quest-ion. Which brings us to Basic Inter-Institutional Sequential Theory. This ratio factor divides the number of individual personalities manifesting a high LMGR to the total number in the general aggregation. The higher this ratio is, on the Bumstead scale, the higher the probability of aggression manifesting itself. When two similar and distinct personalities of individual personalities come into contact two things happen. If the average of the BARF (male bar of the two groups is under the critical point 3.7), dissolution of the group in general aggregated will take place, with the resulting con-fuion in the general social behavior patterns. If, however, the average is greater than 3.7, aggression in the form of physical violence will result.

The lights suddenly dim and a projector whizzes on. On the screen you see an old newspaper taken in the summer of 1943 in Harlem. It says: "A Negro was shot and killed in New York,..." The door of one of the animal science buildings. You go up past the rows of a hundred rotating steel ex-cusers, and sit down. In because Don Lloyd Guff, your professor.

"Well," he says. "This is the 124 and we're going to study basic inter-institutional sequential. It's a y — I'm only joking." At the end of the week you know he's not.

...In the general aggregation of individual personalities, referred to as a whole, there is present those individual personalities that are manifest in their psychology by Lind-stromian manifestations. Lindstromian manifestations, after the great 19th Century psychologist, are identified symbolical-ly by the Lindstromian Manifestation Graphic Record. Each individual personality is characterized by a wafflike, millitant, leadership oriented nature, and it is what this committee comprises of the particular general aggregation of individual personalities in quest-question. Which brings us to Basic Inter-Institutional Sequential Theory. This ratio factor divides the number of individual personalities manifesting a high LMGR to the total number in the general aggregation. The higher this ratio is, on the Bumstead scale, the higher the probability of aggression manifesting itself. When two similar and distinct personalities of individual personalities come into contact two things happen. If the average of the BARF (male bar of the two groups is under the critical point 3.7), dissolution of the group in general aggregated will take place, with the resulting con-fuion in the general social behavior patterns. If, however, the average is greater than 3.7, aggression in the form of physical violence will result.

The lights suddenly dim and a projector whizzes on. On the screen you see an old newspaper taken in the summer of 1943 in Harlem. It says: "A Negro was shot and killed in New York,..." The door of one of the animal science buildings. You go up past the rows of a hundred rotating steel ex-cusers, and sit down. In because Don Lloyd Guff, your professor.

"Well," he says. "This is the 124 and we're going to study basic inter-institutional sequential. It's a y — I'm only joking." At the end of the week you know he's not.

...In the general aggregation of individual personalities, referred to as a whole, there is present those individual personalities that are manifest in their psychology by Lind-stromian manifestations. Lindstromian manifestations, after the great 19th Century psychologist, are identified symbolical-ly by the Lindstromian Manifestation Graphic Record. Each individual personality is characterized by a wafflike, millitant, leadership oriented nature, and it is what this committee comprises of the particular general aggregation of individual personalities in quest-question. Which brings us to Basic Inter-Institutional Sequential Theory. This ratio factor divides the number of individual personalities manifesting a high LMGR to the total number in the general aggregation. The higher this ratio is, on the Bumstead scale, the higher the probability of aggression manifesting itself. When two similar and distinct personalities of individual personalities come into contact two things happen. If the average of the BARF (male bar of the two groups is under the critical point 3.7), dissolution of the group in general aggregated will take place, with the resulting con-fuion in the general social behavior patterns. If, however, the average is greater than 3.7, aggression in the form of physical violence will result.
 refugee requires only one act of fellowship, whereas the 17, 18, and 19 year olds, according to government regulations, require the services of a legal solicitor in the case of a first offense. And although the 20, 21, and 22 year olds are not required to undergo any legal procedure, they are subject to police interrogation, and in some cases, to deportation. These regulations have led to a situation where young people feel that they are being denied their civil rights.

Even more alarming is the fact that the 23, 24, and 25 year olds are required to undergo a physical examination, even if they have already been declared unfit for military service. In addition, the government has the right to demand the names and addresses of all young people between the ages of 18 and 21, and this information is used to draft conscripts for the navy.

In summary, the draft system is a violation of fundamental human rights and a threat to the democratic process. It is time for the government to repeal this archaic law and to respect the rights of all young people.
New promotions indicate ROTC cadets' progress

Col. John S. Gregory, professor of Military Science, has announced the promotion of Cadet Wayne Harrison to colonel. Harrison, an engineer, is in-house for the university's graduate school, and has been a member of the Maine Military Association during the coming year.

Captain Robert Robinson has been advanced to serve as executive officer of the Brigade at the rank of lieutenant colonel. Cadet Gerald Burch, and Officer Cadets also promote to the rank of captain. Cadet Burch will command the upcoming Frontier Battalion and Majors the 1st Battalion.

New majors are William H. McFaul, Bruce E. Wilcox, and Lt. Colonel Dennis H. Williams.

Bishop becomes candidate

(Congressional Districts)

Society, including the Monetary Development and Training Act, and the Commerce Department, and Cooperative Extension.

On the national issue of inflation and Viet Nam, the opinions vary. Senator Smith believes that although the White House is making an effort, they are doing it in the wrong places. The Democratic position is that to point out that the cost of living has gone over the top since the administration has taken over then in the past it has been lower.

change in policy

On 18 Mill Street, Orono
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Last year, thousands of lawyers, bankers, accountants, engineers, doctors and businessmen went back to college.

And not just for the football games.

We'd like to clear up what appears to be a misunderstanding. It is somewhat popular to decry a business career on campus to the extent that many students are opting for Cliché Nuts & Bolts. However, we can't speak for Cliché, but we can speak for the state of the art, never static, is where you start working for Cliché.

makes advanced communications equipment. And the Bell telephone network will need even more sophisticated devices by the time your fifth reunion rolls around. The state of the art, never static, is where the action is.

At Western Electric, who's happening is the excitement and satisfaction of continued doing and learning. If this happens to appeal to you, no matter what degree you're aiming for, check us out. And grab a piece of the action.

HILLSON BERGER

Campus pickup and delivery each day.

"Let us do your dirty work."

18 Mill Street, Orono

866-3647

Western Electric

MANUFACTURERS AND SUPPLIERS OF THE BELL SYSTEM -
HEMY uses students as high school ambassadors

As Cookie Wilbec

Anyone who went to the concert at the Colise- The Maine Campus
mum last Friday night will agree that the music of the Back

Shari Robinson has been pledged to Phi Kappa Sigma. She is a junior at the University of Vermont and has been active in the campus chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma. She is a member of the ropes course team and has served as a prefect and as a member of the executive board. She has been involved in various community service projects and has volunteered at local hospitals and nursing homes. She is currently working as a research assistant at the university and has been published in several academic journals. She is a passionate advocate for social justice and is dedicated to making a positive impact on the world.

Take a look at this column! That's a good look at the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft program. Our company prides itself on providing opportunities for students to grow and develop their skills. We offer a wide range of programs, from internships to full-time positions. We are dedicated to helping our employees achieve their goals and advance in their careers. We believe in fostering a culture of growth and innovation, and we encourage our employees to take on new challenges and projects. We believe in providing our employees with competitive compensation and benefits, and we are committed to creating a positive work environment.

For further information concerning a career with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06106.

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we suggest you consider career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone else, we offer all of the usual "traps" benefits, including our Corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. But, for more important to you and your future, is the wide-open opportunity for professional growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace technology.

And make no mistake about it . . . you’ll get a solid education as well.
Scouting Maine's opponents means knowledge of football, hard work

A scouting report covers many phases of a game. There is a report compiled of all the plays the team uses, a breakdown of each play and the frequency of use, and the players who run each play.

These PLAYS ARE PLOTTED on several different sheets of paper. One form consists of nine columns, with each column representing one of the nine areas of the attack or defense. We categorize these into nine columns, with each column representing one of the nine areas of the attack or defense.

Another group of sheets is compiled on offensive formations and positions. These are the types of defenses that are used by the team, and the players who run such plays.

Charts are not only compiled on offense, but also on defensive formations. The types of defenses are plotted, along with the personnel and the plays of the personnel. The defensive formations and the individual units are plotted, indicating whether they are good runners, blockers, passers, or receivers, along with some of their tendencies and weaknesses.

Much of this material is compiled after the season from the box scores of the games, with the data collected in the box scores. Data collected in the box scores are then plotted, along with the personnel used by the team, their frequency of use, and the plays used by the team, their frequency of use, and the players who run each play.

Charts are not only compiled on offense, but also on defensive formations. The types of defenses are plotted, along with the personnel and the plays of the personnel. The defensive formations and the individual units are plotted, indicating whether they are good runners, blockers, passers, or receivers, along with some of their tendencies and weaknesses.

Seven honored at Homecoming

The University Graduate M Club Awards for service to the university's athletic program went to Stanley Wallace, Dr. Renace Ruskin, Harold Westerman, and Albert D. Nutting. Wallace was Director of Physical Education and trainer of athletic teams for more than 30 years. Dr. Ruskin served as Director of Athletics last year and coached basketball. Westerman served as Director of Athletics.

The Black Bear Awards were presented before the game at a post-game dinner attended by some 400 students and guests. Presented on behalf of the athletic program, the awards went to Dr. Joseph M. Murphy, former Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Walter W. Cram, an All-American's father, and Albert D. Nutting, the former President of the Maine State University Foundation.
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Charts are not only compiled on offense, but also on defensive formations. The types of defenses are plotted, along with the personnel and the plays of the personnel. The defensive formations and the individual units are plotted, indicating whether they are good runners, blockers, passers, or receivers, along with some of their tendencies and weaknesses.
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Westy: 'We finally got one!'

Maine rips Rams 21-6; Huard stars

by John Torrence

A week before the Rhode Island game, Coach Hal Westerman was a little upset when John Huard walked into the coach's office to announce that he was going to make the team. Westerman's reaction was typical. "That kid has a lot of ability," Coach Westerman said, "but he's a great disappointment to me."

But time was on his side. In the first period against Rhode Island, Huard showed he was ready to make a contribution.

The Rams ran off a long series of plays, gaining 33 yards before Huard intercepted the ball. This was the first of several interceptions that Huard had during the game.

In the second quarter, Huard made a 20-yard punt return, setting up a touchdown. The Maine defense then held the Rams scoreless for the rest of the game.

For John Huard, it was the Little Giants' first road victory of the season. "It was a great day for us," Coach Westerman said. "We finally got one!"
tired

An exhausted Steve Turner heads for the finish line after a torrid duel with Bob Stewart of New Brunswick. The race was decided in the last few yards with Stewart winning by a mere three seconds, and Maine won the meet, 28-29, over New Brunswick.

Harriers win here; Turner finishes 2nd

To a roaring Homecoming crowd John Stewart of New Brunswick and Maine's Steve Turner staged a dramatic battle for the win. To the crowd's disappointment Stewart won by three seconds, and with two more seconds Turner it appeared to be a loss for the Maine team.

The race started several minutes before the halftime of the football game. This is the one chance of the year for the cross-country team to perform before a large, enthusiastic crowd.

To the crowd's delight, Joe Dahl, George Clark, Allen Howard, and others. Poets Reading with Mum and Nippo and Orson Wells' War of the Worlds, starting at 6:00 p.m. at 4:00-5:00 p.m.

Rhody bombs Bear kickers

The University of Maine sports record for this past Homecoming was two wins and ten losses. The lone Maine setback came on the soccer field as the Rhode Island team completely outscored the Maine Bears 9 to 0.

Although Coach Ed Styrna was delighted with the victory, he was concerned with the 33 second difference between Turner's time and the first of the group of five that followed him to the tape.

This coming weekend Maine goes to Rhode Island for the Yankee Conference championship against the strongest competition in years. New Hampshire rates the favorite, but any number of persons from any organization, academic, sports, etc., may participate.

Here's a great shoe from a fine store, where knowledge of Weejuns is abundant. At Chandler's, we stock a wide variety and four women's styles. Starting at $13.00. Plan to see them, first chance you get.

Undefeated Harvard hosts this week's edition of the Maine Campus football poll, after scoring a thrilling 27-21 win over the Penn State Nittany Lions. In a close contest, the Nittany Lions held on to win 14-10 in overtime against the Harvard Crimson. Harvard has been ranked second in the nation for four weeks, and previously top ranked Dartmouth, Holy Cross, and New Hampshire also received votes.

Pennsylvania (18) AT Harvard (11). The homecoming Crimson will have every reason of its own with the arrival of the Miami University RedHawks. The RedHawks, who defeated the Harvard Crimson last year, will be looking for revenge in this highly anticipated match-up.
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The race started several minutes before the halftime of the football game. This is the one chance of the year for the cross-country team to perform before a large, enthusiastic crowd.

To the crowd's delight, Joe Dahl, George Clark, Allen Howard, and Al LaGasse came into the finish with only eight seconds separating them making Maine win by one point enabling Maine to win by one point.

AnseIms finished with 84.
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